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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we address the problem of image bit-depth expansion and present a novel method to generate high bit-depth
(HBD) images from a single low bit-depth (LBD) image. We
expand image bit-depth by reconstructing the least signiﬁcant
bits (LSBs) for the LBD image after it is rescaled to high bitdepth. For image regions whose intensities are neither locally
maximum nor minimum, neighborhood ﬂooding is applied to
convert 2D interpolation problem into 1D interpolation; for
local maxima/minima (LMM) regions where interpolation is
not applicable, a virtual skeleton marking algorithm is proposed to convert problematic 2D extrapolation problem into
1D interpolation. At last, a content-adaptive reconstruction
model is proposed to obtain the output HBD image. The experimental results show that proposed method signiﬁcantly
outperforms existing methods in PSNR and SSIM without
contouring artifacts.

Fig. 1. Bit-depth expansion from 4 bit to 8 bit for pepper
image. The top, middle and bottom sub-image is respectively
from ground-truth 8-bit image, output of proposed method
and output of zero padding. Note false contours as well as
chroma distortions are observed in the zero-padded image.

Index Terms— Bit-depth expansion, high dynamic range
imaging, virtual skeleton marking

internal bit-depth increase (IDBI) scheme is also incorporated
to improve the precision of data processing [6].
Plenty of methods on bit-depth expansion exist in literature [7–11]. However, contouring artifacts are usually observed in the output HBD images, which greatly degrades
the visual quality, see Fig. 1. Though ﬁltering-based methods [8, 10] can reduce contours to some extent, they are not
robust to contours with various sizes.
Recently a ﬂooding-based method is proposed by Cheng
et al. [9] with encouraging performance. However it fails to
reconstruct the LMM regions where interpolation can not be
applied. In contrast, our method can effectively and robustly
convert problematic 2D extrapolation in LMM regions into
1D interpolation, together with very impressive bit-depth expansion performance, see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide a brief overview of relevant methods. Section 3 elaborates the proposed method and section 4 shows the experi-

1. INTRODUCTION
Image bit-depth is the number of bits used to represent a quantized pixel value. Nowadays, most images are stored in 8bit precision, with a dynamic range of order 2 in magnitude.
However, luminance levels that human visual system (HVS)
can perceive span 12-14 orders in magnitude [1]. As a result
high dynamic range imaging (HDRI) draws great attention in
recent years [2–4] in multimedia and graphics research.
In this paper we address a HDRI problem, bit-depth expansion from LBD images to HBD images, which is often desirable due to different bit-precisions of photographic devices
and image processing systems. For example, incompatibility
occurs when 6-bit DVD videos are displayed on 8-bit LCD
displays [5], or when 8-bit images are displayed on HDR displays. In the forthcoming video coding standard HEVC, an
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mental results. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
2. PREVIOUS WORK
Let Ih be the ground-truth HBD image with bit-depth q and Il
be the LBD image with bit depth p (p ă q). And denote Iˆh as
the output HBD image. Note here LBD images are either produced by LSBs truncation of pixel values, or from devices or
media with low bit-precision. So conventional inverse tone
mapping methods [3, 12], which rely on the knowledge of
tone mapping functions, are not applicable for bit-depth expansion problems.
The most straightforward method for bit-depth expansion
is zero padding, a.k.a. linear rescaling, where bit ‘0’ is iteratively appended to achieve higher bit-depth:
(1)
Iˆzp “ Il ˆ 2q´p

(a) Zero padding

h

The bit replication method [7] repeats pbp , ..., b1 q2 , the bit
representation of Il , r pq s times and then take the ﬁrst q bits as
the bit representation of Iˆhbr .
Cheng’s method [9] can be summarized as:
(2)
Iˆhch pkq “ Iˆzp pkq ` tSRpkq ˆ p2q´p ´ 1qu
h

DM pkq
P r0, 1s
(3)
DM pkq ` U M pkq
Where k is pixel index, SR means step ratio map. DM /U M
is respectively called downward/upward distance map, where
each entry DM pkq/U M pkq records the distance from pixel k
to its nearest contour pixel with smaller/larger intensity.
Although Cheng’s method can produce smooth HBD images, serious problems exist for LMM regions. In the local
maxima regions, U M values are assumed to be inﬁnity since
no upward contour exists, so SR “ 0 and reconstructed LSBs
are simply 0. A similar analysis gives the fact that SR “ 1
for local minima regions with reconstructed LSBs equals to
2q´p ´ 1, see Fig. 2(c).
In fact, all above methods can be formulated into one 2D
signal reconstruction framework:
(4)
Iˆh pkq “ Iˆzp pkq ` LSBpkq

(b) Daly’s method [8]

SRpkq “

(c) Cheng’s method [9]

h

Where LSB is the reconstructed LSBs value for Il after it is
rescaled to Iˆhzp . Therefore lost LSBs reconstruction is the key
part in bit-depth expansion methods.
3. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section we present our method to reconstruct the lost
LSBs by 1D interpolation. Using the same terms as described
above, we ﬁrst obtain SR by neighborhood ﬂooding. LMM
regions are then effectively detected by thresholding on SR.
For LMM regions, virtual skeletons are marked for converting
extrapolation problem into interpolation. At last the LSB is
calculated by a content-adaptive reconstruction model. See
Fig. 3 for a visual illustration.

(d) Proposed

Fig. 2. Error maps of selected methods in the case of Fig. 1.
Pixel values of error map are proportional to the absolute different between output HBD image Iˆh and ground-truth HBD
image Ih .
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(b) For each pixel k, ﬁnd the following sets for j “
0, . . . , 7:

Chengಬs method

DM UM

DM

Skdn “tj | Il pkq ´ Il pNk pjqq P p0, Te qu

UM

Skup “tj | Il pNk pjqq ´ Il pkq P p0, Te qu
Skeq “tj | Il pkq “ Il pNk pjqqu

0
UM
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Proposed method

(c) Set initial values for distance maps:

Fig. 3. 1D illustration of selected methods. To reconstruct
the original 4-bit signal from its truncated 2-bit version, zero
padding introduces severe false contours; Cheng’s method
can avoid contouring but the information in LMM regions is
totally lost. Our method effectively reconstructs the original
signal with the aid of LMM virtual skeletons (marked in red).

DM pkq “ arg min Dpjq
jPSkdn

U M pkq “ arg min
Dpjq
up
jPSk

After initialization,?
DM and U M have only three
possible values: 1, 2 and 8
2. Flooding step:

3.1. Neighborhood Flooding

(a) For each pixel k, update distance maps according
to the following rules:

Within a circle centered at pixel k in Il , all pixels shall have
the same intensity for a sufﬁcient small radius r (r ą 0).
Now expanding r from zero until the circle reaches at least
one pixel whose intensity is smaller than Il pkq but larger than
Il pkq´Te , then the radius r is the value of downward distance
map, i.e., DM pkq. Threshold Te is to tell false contours from
real edges in image. Similarly, the least r to reach at least one
pixel whose intensity is in range Il pkq to Il pkq ` Te , is the
upward distance map value U M pkq.
Values of DM and U M can be effectively decided by
exchanging information among neighbors, i.e. ﬂooding. In
particular, instead of simple 4-neighbor model used in [9], we
adopt the
? 8-neighbor model, see Fig. 4. The combinations of
1 and 2 in 8-neighbor model greatly improve the accuracy
of DM and U M compared to city block distance used in 4neighbor model.
Let’s denote the absolute pixel index for neigbor j of
current
? pixel k as Nk pjq, and relative distance as Dpjq P
t1, 2u, where j “ 0, ..., 7 for 8-neighbor model. Our neighborhood ﬂooding algorithm can then be summarized as follows:

DM pkq “ minpDM pkq, DM pkqq
U M pkq “ minpU M pkq, U M pkqq
Where
DM pkq “ arg min
DM pNk pjqq ` Dpjq
eq
jPSk

U M pkq “ arg min
U M pNk pjqq ` Dpjq
eq
jPSk

(b) If update occurs in DM or U M , repeat the ﬂooding step until convergence.
A stable state is reached at the end of neighborhood ﬂooding, together with completed DM and U M . Then SRpkq is
calculated by (3), representing the relative position of pixel k
on the tightest 1D curve which passes through k and connects
k’s upward and downward contour. So 2D signal reconstruction becomes 1D interpolation problem in non-LMM regions.
Later we will see SR is the only variable in our LSBs reconstruction model.
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3.2. LMM Regions Detection and LMM Map Reﬁnement

3.3. Marking Virtual Skeletons for LMM Regions
In this section we present our virtual skeleton marking algorithm for LMM regions. First, we make the following assumptions on virtual skeletons:
˝ Pixels on virtual skeletons have the highest/lowest intensities respectively in local maxima/minima regions.
˝ For a LMM region containing no image boundary pixel,
pixel intensities are symmetrically distributed along its
topological skeleton. So its virtual skeleton is simply
the topological skeleton.
˝ For a LMM region containing image boundary pixels, a
mirror object should exists in the scene with the boundary being the symmetry axis. So its virtual skeleton
contains both the image boundary pixels and topological skeleton.

(a) Original LMM map

Therefore in our method, virtual skeletons contain any
LMM pixel k which is on image boundary, or satisﬁes:
3
ÿ

f pM pkq´M pNk pjqq, M pkq´M pNk pj `4qqq ě λ (5)

j“0

Where f px1 , x2 q “ 1 if and only if x1 ą 0 and x2 ą 0.
Distance map M is DM for local maxima regions and U M
for local minima regions. Note neighbor j and neighbor j `
4 (j “ 0, . . . , 3) are on opposite directions in Fig. 4(a), so
λ thresholds the number of directions along which M pkq is
locally maximal. In our implementation, λ “ 2 or 3 offers
pleasing virtual skeletons, see Fig. 5.
Advantages of our virtual skeleton marking algorithm are
two-fold: ﬁrst, calculations in (5) are independent of geometric properties of LMM regions; second, besides boundary pixels, only LMM pixels exactly on the topological skeletons are
marked. Therefore it can guarantee thin but complete virtual
skeletons for LMM regions with arbitrary shapes and sizes.
Then DM and U M for LMM regions are updated based
on the ﬁrst assumption. As is shown in Fig. 3, all pixels except
those on virtual skeletons now have well-deﬁned SR. As a
result, in our method problematic 2D extrapolation in LMM
regions becomes 1D interpolation.

(b) Denoised LMM map with virtual skeletons

Fig. 5. LMM maps. Local maxima and minima regions are
respectively marked in red and blue, with virtual skeletons in
yellow and cyan. Compared with (a), noisy LMM regions are
effectively removed in (b), resulting in topologically meaningful LMM regions. Thin but complete virtual skeletons are
marked on the reﬁned LMM regions (λ “ 2).
Thanks to the fact that U M “ 8 (i.e. SR “ 0) for local maxima regions and DM “ 8 (i.e. SR “ 1) for local
minima regions, a simple thresholding on SR offers accurate
detection of LMM regions.
However, original LMM map can be very noisy, as is
shown in Fig. 5(a). In order to get a clean and meaningful
LMM map for virtual skeleton marking, we apply a multipass method as follows:
1. Morphological opening operation to remove tiny LMM
regions caused by image noise or random textures.

3.4. Content-adaptive LSBs Reconstruction
After obtaining the updated step ratio map SR, we are ready
for reconstructing the LSBs for Iˆhzp . For non-LMM regions
where no prior knowledge on image contents is assumed, we
reconstruct the LSBs using (2). However, the intensity pattern
can be very different in LMM regions. For example, usually
the lost LSBs for local minima regions can not reach 0 because of existence of ambient scene light, and lost LSBs for
local maxima regions usually do not reach 2q´p ´ 1 if they
are not super-saturated.

2. Removal of irregular LMM regions caused by unexpected shading. In Fig. 5(a), they are red/blue spots
in blue/red regions. Which are harmful for extracting
meaningful structures for LMM regions. Here each
LMM pixel is assigned with locally dominant color (red
or blue) until convergence.
3. Morphological closing operation to ﬁll small holes in
LMM regions caused by the ﬁrst step.
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Those facts require us to reconstruct the LSBs according
to image contents. In this paper a uniﬁed adaptive model is
proposed for reconstructing LSBs for Iˆhzp . According to (4),
the output HBD image is given by:

$
’
SRpkq
’
’
’
’
’
cosp1
´ SRpkqqα
&
gpkq “ 0.5
’
’
’
0.5 ˆ SRpkq
’
’
’
%0.5 ` 0.5 ˆ SRpkq

48
45
42
39
PSNR (dB)

Iˆh pkq “ Iˆhzp pkq ` tgpkq ˆ p2q´p ´ 1qu

51

(6)

36
33
30
27

if k
if k
if k
if k
if k

P Rnl
P Rss
P Rad
P Rmax
P Rmin

24
21
18

(7)

15

Zero Padding Bit Replication

Daly et al.

Cheng et al.

Proposed

1
0.95
0.9
0.85

Where
SSIM

0.8

˝ Rnl is the set of pixels in non-LMM regions.

0.75
0.7

˝ Rss is the set of pixels in super-saturated regions. A
pixel k satisfying Il pkq “ 2p ´1 is recognized as supersaturated. Based on Phong’s specular reﬂection model
[13], we use a cosine function with tunable power α to
reconstruct the LSBs.

0.65
0.6

6bit−8bit
4bit−8bit
2bit−8bit

0.55
0.5

Zero Padding Bit Replication

Daly et al.

Cheng et al.

Proposed

˝ Rad is the set of pixels in absolute-dark regions. A
pixel k satisfying Il pkq “ 0 is recognized as absolutedark, which usually occurs in RGB images that lack
certain color. Expected LSBs value is reconstructed.

Fig. 6. Mean values of PSNR and SSIM for different methods
in different experiments. Note even for a 2-bit image, our
method can produce a full 8-bit image with acceptable quality.

˝ Rmax /Rmin is respectively the set of pixels in the remaining local maxima/minima regions.

As is shown in Fig. 6, remarkably superior performance
is achieved by proposed method in our experiments. On average, proposed method gains 0.63, 3.33, 4.01 dB in PSNR and
0.004, 0.020, 0.064 in SSIM over the best of remaining methods for 6-bit, 4-bit, 2-bit to 8-bit expansion respectively. It’s
also noteworthy that compared with zero padding, our gain is
respectively 6.49, 9.35, 6.32 dB in PSNR and 0.011, 0.138,
0.282 in SSIM.
In addition, proposed method has no constrains on the bitdepths of input LBD images and output HBD images. So it
can be easily applied on common 8-bit images to generate
HDR images with much larger bit-depth (e.g. 12-bit).

Note SR is the only variable in our LSBs reconstruction
model which is based on 1D interpolation. After getting a
HBD image Iˆh , a simple bilateral ﬁltering is applied on virtual
skeleton pixels whose SR values are ill-posed (0 or 1). Since
the amount of virtual skeleton pixels are very limited, this
post-processing is efﬁcient in computation.
In Fig. 2(d), very clean reconstruction error map is produced by our content-adaptive model, in which the reconstruction error is negligible except for very noisy regions
where pixel intensity patterns can hardly be modelled.

5. CONCLUSION
4. EXPERIMENTS
In this paper we propose a novel method to expand the image bit-depth with high accuracy without contouring artifacts.
Our main contribution is the virtual skeleton marking algorithm, which robustly converts the problematic 2D extrapolation in LMM regions into simple 1D interpolation.

We verify the effectiveness of proposed method by comparing
with a variety of bit-depth expansion methods [7–9], using
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the structural similarity
index (SSIM [14]) as metrics.
Three sets of experiments (6-bit to 8-bit, 4-bit to 8-bit and
2-bit to 8-bit) are conducted on a set of 8-bit test images.
Test images include four gray-scale images and three RGB
images. The input LBD images are produced by LSBs truncation of test images. PSNR and SSIM are then calculated
between output HBD (8-bit) images and the original test images. See Table. 1 for detailed comparisons.
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kid g
kid c
synth g
pepper g
pepper c
teapot g
teapot c
kid g
kid c
synth g
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